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Radio reception is not only a question of power,
hat of remitivity to weak signals-and aka. amplifi.
cation. Rai:Monona WD.I1 and WID.12 are semi.
dye to the mammal,. feeble signals from distant
atationa-are anent In operation-and economical
Tkey are famous for radio frequency amplification
a. for audio frequency-end deteetion. Get genuine
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Look for Me name Pauli.
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Ultra,nmier, then

forget wave lengths. Tedious tuning.
blind fumbling and gurring are over
for all time.
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DUBILIER CONDENSERS
Important Links between

the Shenandoah and Land!
Communication with land -under all con times -this was the imperative need of the Shenandoah on its
experimental flight across the continent.
Impressed with this need, army and navy
engineers equipped both transmitting and
receiving sets with Dubilier mica condentera
not specially designed condensers but the regular standard product.
Only complete confidence in the supreme
reliability and efficiency of Dubilier condensers can explain their use in this important and daring adventure.
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CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION
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The Chemist Contributes
in the Radio Field

finlike other storage batter,. chargers and B battery substitutes,
the Balkite devices use chemical reetifimtion instead of vacuum
tubes. Thia makes the charger noiselese. gives the battery
substi.
tttt better voltage regulation. and eliminates replacements

'T'HE

I
of

radio market has been literally

swamped with battery chargers, and
late a number of B tottery eliminators
have made their appearance. Some are
efficient, others are not: sonic are noisy
in operation, others do their work in
silence, some employ rwifying tubes
others use mechanical vibrators and still
then depend upon chemical reactions
for their operation; some are handsome niough in external appearance to

warrant their being placed right along.
aide of the radio iv. others look so bad
that they are put under tables, in cup.
hoards. down in .11ani, anywhere out
t sight. We can truly my We have our

full measure of the 5rvaiieti..
The tendency in the higher class of
radio installations at the present time
seems to be toward the meet the storage
in conjunction with a
charger, for the fibment current supply,

tour,

bat:,
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11

tottery substitute unit is abs

lutely noiseless

,tninge

The

fit,

battery

..
charger makes a slight
but it cannot be beard
over form or fire feet.
ploy eh-am- chemical

a

bubbling sound
at a distance of

Both units rnv
reactions

as

a

mons of rectification.
The battery charger shown on the left
n Fig. 2 is used for charging G volt
storage latterks and can be used while
The standard
the set is in
type fs design..1 to work from 150.120
A.C. GO cycle current. a special type
being made for 50 cycles. The outfit
comes packed in a box with a bottle conTo put the device
taining electrolyte.
into operation it is only necessary- to remove the rubber filler cap from the nap
of the cell and pour the entire omens
of the bottle into the opening. The two
rubber covered leads which connect to
the battery are fitted with heavy clips,
"I be red one goes to the plus terminal ni
the lottery and the gray one goes en tlw

°tom,.

2

negative side. A rubber covered duplex
ire with a universal plug goes to the
lighting socket. To stop the urging it
is only necessary to turn the current off
at the lanq, socket. 'Ile clips an be
neatly to the battery
left coml.. pe
if so desi red without running it down
500ik
or affecting the radio set.
operation the charger MINIM). about 0.5
amper or as much as a ordinary 10
is
soot lamp. A +ampere tsafety

and a plate voltage supply working directly from the GO cycle lighting mains.
The Balkuc units slmwn in the aocompanying photographs represent one
of the highest developments in Ow solution of the problem. They arc enclosed
in handsome metal cases, the two units
being nearly the same sire and matching
each other in appearance. The nlKmtion

of the

Number

provided on the lighting side to lomxx
the charger from ana overload current-.
An extra fuse is also furnished. 'ILe
only care necessary is the addition of a
few drops of distilled water every once
in a while to keep the plate in the cell
covered, as is done with a storage
hattmy.
The Ballote ft milt shown on the rig!;
of Fig. Z supplies the plate current di
redly. Five binding posts are arranged
on the front connection board. There are
three voltage taps, }100, +50, and
post, and the GR
+20 volts, the
pot which should be connect. to
ground. The +100 post is for the A. F.
amplifier tubes and hold be connected
to the past narked +50V on most sets.
The +50 post it for the A. F. amplifiers
and also for the detector, when a lard
if soft tubes are em
valse is used.
played, the +20 pot is connected to I,

-B
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DET binding post of the set.

Ilthrs 'unt't

'e=all

me.,

one cont=ing' ht
circuits and the other containing Me
glasses/I assembly shown in Fig. I. After
unpacking the cell assembly, the six
small rubber stoppers mtgt be removed
from Me vent holes in the cell cove..
These it, put in to prevent leak., of
Me electrolyte during shipment. Then
urucrew the two knurled nuts on top of
the metal ea.
lift off the cover.
Now unscrew the two composition binding posts A and B from the Mrmded
studs, and place the .11 assembly in
the oompartment cast so that
two lead
lugs extending beyond
cover of
cell assembly
over Me screws
from which the binding posts have been
removed. Replace the binding posts on
the studs
secure them firmly so that
good electrical connection is made betwom the all
and the studs.

.d

d,

k

k
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or
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with more than six tube,

re.t,t

the

cover from the ease and loosen
ing post to which the slotted switch arm
is attached.
Swing the arm over to the
post marked H and fasten it in place
by screwing
the fibre posts at rarh

do.

end. This is a very important leattire
as it permits an additional control of the

k

voltage over
inherently good voltage
regulation eharaeteriaties.
When the set is not in operation it
is only necessary to disconnect the Bal.
kite B at the lamp socket. A few
of distill,d water add,d to
cells once
or twice a year is all the .ention required. To do Mis
power shoukl he
turn. off and the cell assembly removed
from the case. The water in. the glast
jars should always be up to the level
mark.
The storage battery charger can be
used also to durge the 2234 mlt rechargeable B batteries now on the market. This mttt be done by charging
half the B battery at a time. The connections nee.sary for charging the various types of 11 lutteries are shown in

k

k

Fig. 3.
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The Browning -Drake 199
The data presented here is authorized by Mr. Browning, and
the design has been personally approved by him. This set, using
all UV199 or G299 tubes, can be operated from dry cello, and
is practically equal to the type 6600 BoowningDrake receiver

wHEN

the type

5300

DX

tubs, while the original type 6600
199 for the R. F. tube and UV201-A's or C -301 A's for the detector and
C -299
uses a

receiver

was described in the August 1923
issue of the magazine, the reports were

audio amplifiers. In the matter of
volume and distan
there is not as much
difference between the 6:00 and 7030 as
might he ex
acct, altho the quality with
the type 66011 'u slightly better. On the
other hood. there is a tremendous ad
tage in being able to run a Browning Drake receiver from dry cells. Moreover, the total B battery current consume
tion on the type 7000 set is only 5 minamperes. Therefore, the No. 760 Everready R batteries can be used. Four
are required, as these batteries give
volts each, or two No. 772 45 -volt batteries. These units will last for several
months. You will note that 454 oohs
C tottery. obtained from a No. 771 Ever ready unit, is also needed. This is essential or the B buttery current will be
considerably increased.

consistently enthusiastic trot we
thought it would be impossible to design
a set which would be an improvement on
it.
The Browning-Drake, however, has
left the type 5300 far behind for, altho
it employs no more tubes, and is even
simpler to build and operate, it is far
superior to the other set in distance as
well as volume.
Strangely enough, the origirol design
for the DX receiver came from Boston.
and again Boston scores as the home of
the Browning -Drake, for both Mr.
Browning and Mr. Drake are Boston
men and graduates of Harvard Voiso

ver,ity.
The
Rrownito.Dreke
199

R

199" be ca

,

22'

Ahho tbe lym,;,number of
í11L5 ter is l600, we call it
roe
"Brownie - Drake
it operates on L7g -199 or
7:

Frb.rory,

RaowV[xG-Ih.sxa
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For A batteries, the type 7111 is recommended.
eight of these are used,connected with two sets of four in parallel,
they will have a life of approximately
tan months if the set is used on an
average of four hours a day. The total
filament current is 020 to 025 ampere.
This outfit is sat only more economical
to operate but ft is less expensive to build
bentue the design lus been simphified in
a number of ways.
No set could be
neater in appearance tor, on this four tube receiver. there are only eight or
nine wires that can be seen when the
toner of the cabinet is opened.

if

Several

views

of

the
are
iven in the accompanying
illustrations. Yau will see in Fig.
the
outfit as it was installer for testing at the
Darien laboratory. It is identical to the
type 6600 from the front.
The BrowningDrake circuit is made
up of one stage of tuned radio frequency
mplification, a regenerative detector, and
two stag. of audio. The large dial on
the left tunes the R. F. amplifier while
the right hand dial tun. the detector
circuit. There is a small knob just beside the latter dial which controls the
regenerative effect. Unlike ordinary regenerative receivers, however, it is oto
critical, nor is it na.sary to readjust it
each time a station is turned in.
Most
regenerative circuits use much more
feedback coupling at the longer wave
ehTOa

Browning -Drake

199

I

199

73

but with this set very nearly
maximum results can be obtained over
the entire wavelength range without adlengths,

at all.
ft is not necesto neutralize this set.
anThe Monett current of the R. F. amplifier tube is amomatialiy adjusted by
means of an Amperitc.
A 30 -ohm General Instrument rheostat regulates the de
tator and another, of the same resistance,
controls the two A. F. amplifier tuba.
Right between the rheostat dials, and below them. is a Walbeet filament lock
switch by means of which the tubes can
be turned on or off without changing the

justing the tickler

rheostats. A Carter jack in the lower
right hand comer provides connection
for the telephones.
Antenna, ground, and battery posts are
Waited at the rear of the set, as you will
sec in Fig. 2.
For testing purposes, it
is very convenient to use the Belden batsccrryy cord.
This Roo five wires, each of a

different color, formed into a rabies The
insulation is very hravv, so there is no
danger of short circuiting the batteries.
The C battery is mounted right behind
the set, as the leads should be kept as
short as possible.
To tune the sec, the large dials arc
rotated together. They run evenly at
the center of the sale altho at the low
and high waves the reading on the right
hand dial is higher than on the left hand
dial. The dials furnished with the National Regenaformtcr tuning [nits are of
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the vernier type. As the knob is rotated,
the dial itself staves separately, approxi.
mately six revolutions of the knob being
regmred for one revolution of the dial.
This is about right fora vernier. and the
adjustment is so smooth and positive that
it is a pleasure to tune these dials. When
a station is brought in, the mull knob
on the tickler is rotated in an anti <lock
wise direction to bring up the signals ro
maximum. 'then the condensers are readjusted for the exact settings.
There is no danger that this set will
interfere with reception at other stalk».
because the first tube does not oscillate at
all and the detector tube cannot be used
in an oscillating condition because the
signals become distorted.
This action
.coves as an automatic check against the
operation of the set in a manner which
would eux annoyance at whet stations.
U.S..] The front panel for this set is
paru
of polished black Formica.
Mul^d measuring 7 by 24 by 3/16.
while the lase panel is of the ame ma
serial, 3y0 by 23 by 3 /16ín. The little
terminal panel for the antenna arm
ground binding posts can lo nn from a
11
n casure0
Price of c p Formica.
195 by 94 by 3/061°
Formica stn be
obtained vnth a mahogany or walnut
finish if you want to make the panels
match the woodwork on the cabinet.
Celoron, Dilecto. or Unresto, are also
satisfactory for this set. The mechanical strength is very imlartant. as well as
Me electrical characteristics. for the
panels must support mnsidenMe weight.
The key instruments for the set are
the two National Regenaformcr units.
These are of the design developed by
Browning and Drake and are licensed by
them for use in the Browning-Drake
Receiver. The first unit »taints of a
0.0005 mid, National condenser with the
antenna and R. F. tuning inductance.
while the second is made up of a 0.00035
mid. National condenser with the It. F.
transformer and tickler mil.
On the front panel arc mounted the
two 30-ohm General Instrument theca
alts Wafbut hock switch. and open circuit Carter jack. The base panel tarries
four Benjamin 199 sockets. a 0.00025
mid. New York Coil fixed condenser
-

Number

Z

with mounting clips fora 2- ntegohm
Maven gridieak two I to Modern trans
formers, a 0.0005 mid. Dubilier Miudon,
and seven Eby or Marshall- Gerken binding posts, two of which are on the antenna and ground terminal strip.
math the tube panel there is the 6V -199
Amperite. This can be seen in Fig. 4.
For hardware, two terminal support
pillars, 34'a -ins. long by 4fi -in. in diameter,
threaded at each end for 6-32 screws are
required,
well as one angle bracket and
three mil svpport pillars. One of the
pillars holds the tube panel to the front
panel at the right hand end, while the
other two are fastened to the underside
of the tube panel
supports, for they
rest on the insie of the cabinet.
The best mechanical design
fioasnn°. i. unavailing if the ronmrminas
dons are not properly made.
With the picture wiring diagram and the
illustrations it is an easy matter to copy
the original set.
A little care in shaping
the wire will not only prevent trouble
when the set i
in operation but will
greatly improves the appearance of the
outfit as well. There is a tendency to
encourage set builders to nuke connections without soldering but this practice
should be discouraged, for screws and
thumb nuts have the most mysterious way
of letting wires slip out from under them
and they give no warning except that the
set stops functioning as It should.
Altpo many set builders fed that they
must have an electric soldering iron, dus
is really not necessary. If you do not
fed that you stn get a good electric iron,
such as the American Beauty, a Nokorode

8-

u

Idedng kit. which cost only half a
dollar, will do astonishingly good work

when used in accordance with the very
thorough instructions supplied with the
soldering kit. The secret of successful
joints does not lie in the design of the
the iron but in
correct maniculaton.
Moreover, you must use non -acid paste,
such u Nokorode, or rosin core solder,
such as the Rester or Belden brands,
which are trade with the correct proportion of rosin necessary for radio work.
If Sou use the paste, be sure to get soft
solder or you will have trouble in making it melt properly.

it
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Figs. 5 and 6 show the picture wiring diagram for IS
s. as well as the schematic
circuit. The former illustrates connections as they were actually made. The
ha. panel is dropped down in order that
the parts can be seen snore clnrly. Wires
shown in dotted lints are Tun beneath
the tube panel. The temnnals are numbered in both diagrams. but if the indications arc not clear in the schematic, you
can
just how they should be front the

a.
Winos

s.

77

diagram. Otherwise you are liable to
blow out a tube. 59hp y
fasten the
third socket from the left. 66king at the
set front the rear, instead of patting a
thumb nut between the spring and the
upper side of the tuhe panel. put the
screw through one of the corner hol. of
the New York Coil fixed condenser, first
lamming the Fahnestock clip.
The arrangement is shown
the picture
ing diagnint. This does away with
grid lead. Remove the mounting springs

a,

tpicture wiring diagram. %Vint is rryam
mended for the connections instead of
the familiar, heavy buss ter.
I. On the 649641 99 the bases 5 16,
Benjamin sockes were removed from the
upper parts and the
part mounted
directly on the tube panel. It may be
mare satisfactory. however. to leave them
on. If you want to have the bases on
thc sockets. renave the screws which
terve as tetutinals, then ilIVOW away the
thumb ,ts. Put the machine screws in
te direction with
round head
-tting 4619159 on top of the contact
spring. Put the screws right through the
tu. panel and fntett them with nuts on
the under side. Do not forget the soldering lugs. The arrangement
in Fig. 2. If. however,
do not it.
the bases. put the tn.hine 51,5C.WS 01 with

up,

t.

,

't1=b

Irbet= ziw:inbsu:g(t,

the upper surfs. of the tube panel.
Then put on the 1911 994 lugs underneath as before. Make sure dut the
markings Onthe MckelS ettme in the exaci
positions shown in the picture wiring

t,

trOin
Aniperite base strip. and fasten
the springs to the under side
the base
The hol. for the mound,
screws are in line with the plate and filament terminal holes for the right hand
socket. Use a flat hnd screw for holding the rear mounting spring 50 that it
will nOt come in contact with the P4,4
contact spring on the sock..
2. 56der lug 1 directly to lug 2.
They
are so close together that no connecting
wire is neeessary. Terminal 1 is the rear
on the Amperite mounting spring
2 is the lug on the socket filament termi-

,e1.

I,

a.

nal.
3.

Fasten an angle bracket to the left
usng a /a-in. 6-32
R. II. screw
nut. Put a lug on the
urew under the panel. Fasten lugs to
the under side of the tube panel, using
Yt-in. 6.32 R. H. screws and nuts, at
points 6 and 7.
4. Connect 3 to 4, and solder this wire
to lugs 5, 6, and 7. past which the wire
should run. Put N. 7 M-R varnished
end of the mbe panel,

.d

1.7;',11°5'7:;.112Z

pli9

3,

Number 2
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for connections 9 and Il as they
are to be made afterward.
Connect 8
to 9, and 10ío 11.
the two audio frequency
5. klouni
transformers on the tube panel, using
-in. 6-32 R. 11. screws and nuts. Make
sure that the primary terminals are at
the rear.
Connect 12 to 13. These are
the F posts on the transformers. Connect
14 to 15.
14 is the F terminal on the
transformer and l5 the P terminal on the
socket. Connect 16 to 17. 16 is the G

the mounting legs to the four screws
which hold the front and rear end pates
to the lower spacing pillars.
Repave
the s11ew3 passing through the 41111 914111
into the spacing pllars one at a timt. Pat
de screw through the lower hole in the
mounting leg and then turn the screw
back into the pilaf again.
-love the
short ends of the legs ppoointing torcol
them of the set. Fasten the right
hand unit to the tube panel, putting
-in
632 R. 11. screws through the mounting

terminal on de transformer and 17 the
G terminal on the socket.
6. Mount the fire binding posts on the
tube panel, making sure that the connection holes run from from to rear. Con18 is the
binding
nect 18 to 12.
post and 12 the P post on the transformer.
This wire runs from the transformer
straight down through a hole in the tube
land and 44141411141164 binding
el.
Connect
pou screw beneath the
f9 to 20. f9 1s the
tianifo pert

legs and the tube panel and holding them
in place with nuts on the under side.
Pm a lug under the front left Rand 14
on the under side of the panel to 1114vide connexion 23.
8. Connect 23 to 24. 23 is a lug under
the nut of the screw holding the con-

spaces

/

-C

and 20 the Fs post on the
This
runs
through a hole in the
tmbe pagel. Contort 21 to 22. 21 is the
G post on the transformer, and 22 the G
post on the socket.
7. Sud
fnrnisled

lugs to the land
the Dubilier condenser and
have them Painting down xo a1 m clip
mer tht primary terminals
the rigehand coda transformer. The arrangemein ran be seen in Fin. 3. This condenser is of 0.0005 mfd. Eight mounting legs are supplied with the RmwningD ake kit. The vertical port of each leg
has,two holes. Fasten the long parts of
cor

/

denser mounting leg to the tube panel
and 21 the front contact spring screw on
the Amperite. Connect 25 to 26. 25 is
a lug under the binding post nut which
serve, as a terminal for the fixed plates
and 26 the grid contact on the socket.
Connect 27 to 28. 27 is the Al terminal
on the coil and 28 a connection node to
the wire running from 25 to 26. Come
29 to 30. 29 is the G terminal on the
coil and 1O a lug put on the screw which
holds the rear end plate to the spacing
pillar of the condenser in the upper right
hand comer.
9. Fasten tfe two long panel
pillars to the tube panel with y. -in. 632
R. 14. se ws and, after removing the
nuts front two Eby binding ntaus. put
the binding 18,11 screws through the
short terminal panel Ind thread them 1,111.
«

l

February, 1915
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the upper ends of the terminal panel bUppone. A lug must be put between each
oilier and the terminal pmel.
/O. C.nect 30 to 31 and 32 tu 33.
32 is the A2 terminal on the coil and
the rear binding post.
11. Remove the two screws holding
lugs 6 and 7 and mount the second unit
on the tube panel with the mounting feet
Put a 54-in.
as previously explain..
6-32 R. H. screw through Me tube panel
at terminal 243, with soldering lugs above
and below the panel. Fasten this screw
with a nut and then put a coil mounting
pillar on the screw.
12. Connect 34 to 35. M is the P term
Mal
the 51g
99111,
35 the P
terminal of the socket. This wire runs
through a hole Mn the panel and forward
to the socket terminal. Connect 36 to
37, fastening the wire at 38. 36 is the
terminal ort the Regenafommr and
I

.

37

.d

Mg

a

on

the

-,904. binding .1.1.

3-in. length of 54-11. varnished
tubing on this wire at the binding post
end to prevent possible short circuits. and
hold the tube in place by a drop of solder
on the wire at the right hand end. Connect 39 to 40. 40 is the 1' terminal on
the Regenaformer and 39 a lug put under
tile screw which holds the rear condenser
Put

a

end

15

555151

spr'rng

tIaLialditt

on the

Reg.,

fonuer and 42 a. lug under the thumb
screw which gronda connections to the
fixed plates. Connect 42 to 43. 43161
connection made to the Fahnestock dip
on he grid condenser. 44 indicates the

.ninection .tween

other side of the
grid oondenser and the grid e.tact on
the ,mket,
no wire is employed.
the

,l.°

45 s 46.
45 M the upper
tenninal of the tickler mil and 46 the
P terminal on the transformer.
Connect
47 to 48. 47 is the lover terminal of the
tickler mil and 48 the P contact on the
socket.
13
Mount the two rhe.tats on the
front panel using the mrews movided.

Connect

.

Adjust the thumb 1155. at the rear
Mal the knobs turn smoothly. Mount the
telephone jack with the frame up and
down, as shown in Fig. 4, put
lak
switeit in place. and fasten 15111 molint

t.

79

ing pilLu to the ¡Bunt panel with a 1,-; in.
u.32 R. 13, screw put through the Pine!
in the hole 55.5 above and to the right
of the jack.
14. Connect 49 to 50.
These are the
adjace,nt terminals on the rheostats.
15. Fasten the front panel to Mr two
sstiable condensers. It is nemmary to
remove the dials from the .ndensers.
First loos. the mt screw which holds
the knsh to the shaft. Then take out tim
three R. H. screws which fast. the
dial to the gear box. remove the four
Forests which hold the gear
to the
condens, mounting posts, and undo the
set screw on the collar which fits over
the condenser shaft
You will find three
washers on each .ndenser mounting
post. Take off all but one from each
post.
Put the conden. behind the
panel and put in the screws which go
through the gear box and thread into
the mounting pillars. put ba. the three
mrews holding Me dial to the gear box.
and finally. fastest Me knob in place by
tightening Me set screw Mn it. Turn the
condenser plates so that they are totally
interleaved. loosen the set 74/CW on the
the
collar over the .ndenser shaft,
dial so that the 100 division line .in.
eides with the fine on the panel and
tIghten the set screw again. FIStal the
angle bracket at the left hand end of the
tube panel to the coil mounting pillar on
the front panel by means of a 15.in. 6.32
R. Il. screw.
16. Connect 51 .4 52. These are the
F terminals on Me two left hand

b.

.

sockets. This wire rm. be cmered with
51-R tubing. leaving a spare
nation 54. Connect 53 to 54. 53 is the
left hand rheostat terminal and 54 a
nmtion made to Me wire running f tom
SI 4 52.
This wire drops down and
then runs .cle under the tube. panel.
Conn. 55 to 56 r,orxect 57 to 8.
57 is the leis hand contact on the lock
5016.11.
switch. Connect 93 to 59.
right hand terminal of the lock switch
and 59 the +A -13 binding poet. Con60 is the-A+C
nect 60 to 61.
binding post and 61 a 50571160i515 nude
to the mre running from 46 to 7.3. Con.
nect 62 55 63. 62 is the frame contact
ecesdrwted en PM.

.n-
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Our Laboratory Type Vacuum
Tube Voltmeter
Complete descrixtett!

it,ofr

ane=elsym:wt:rotg,201-A

HE vacuum tube. voltmeter ?hoot]

.

grid and plus Filament side of the tube.
The filament return lead goes directly to
the plus side of the filament to that the
grid is not bias.. When a difference of

the accompany, ilttooli0000
one of the noot useful measuring instruments we have in our laboratory at
Darkn. It provides a quick, accurate
In

0000000iolooi010b010000thOfOidOOd
filament of the tube, the current flow-

`t:InLt.".'.`ri."17f.',°,ieolt1,1",""Ch

ing in
tion of
f, then,
ages to

'IN:TIT:no the diagram.
The data on it wa.s furnished
to us by Mr. Samuel Cohen, Chief Engineer of the General Instrument Con,
:1

1.

MAO1Y-°'
up as

a

detector

wt.

the

plate circuit is a functhis difference of potential.
we apply various known voltXX and measure the corresponding plate currents we an plot
mlibration curse with voltages as ordinateS and plate currents as abscisme.
After this has been done, any unknown
1.oltage to
measured can be applied
corresponding plate =rent observed.
and by referring back to the calibration
curve the value of the unknown voltage
found. Some may find it preferable to
trrake up a scale for tIse Nate milliameter so that the voltage nay be read
directly.

invaluable in radio work, it does not
draw any current from the circuit whose
is

Fig.

type volt.

.

ettibc=te:1

measuring instru

ments in the various circuits. It onerates
on the principle of rectification and slight
amplification produced by a vacuum tube
when used as a detector. The voltage to
be *leisured is applied at XX, across the
ao

a.

t,....,

p.

2.

pr w

er

..I

Nterminep n naÖ from

'fhe pl ...graph of the top and let
tom view together with the wiring diagram should give ample information for
construction of one of these instruments.
You oil see that the parts are all
fastened to a horizontal Formic. panel
measuring 7 by 10 in. 3/16 ins. .hick,
-s

upr

fcmen
taed

rmg

-

el

ment s

worked out very carefully.
Notice that the rheostat is in front of the
tube and in line with it.
This pots
the tube back out of the way so that it
does not cause any interference wltm
adjusting the rheostat or reading the instrument. 'Ilse two voltmeters have been
placed side by side in the rear as it is
of necessary to refer to them after the
filament and plate voltages have been
checked up at the beginning of the test.
Tins leaves the millianrmeter in front
br itself so that it is read instinctively
without any mental interference caused
by the presence of the two voltmeters. In
addition this layout balances very well
and makes the instrument attractive. 71e
horizontal panel construction batches up
with the receiver unit previously Ile
scribed. and with other instruments
whieh will be taken up later.
pus

been

-

The

ealpe

mne

minlamrree.

Iwo h;by

rne vrlr

binding posts at the

left are the XX posts. in the group of
three. the left one is -A -13, the middle

+A and the one on the right is
Since it is imposant that both the
voltage applied to the filament and the 13
battery voltage be always of the same
slue as when the instrument was cati brated, two voltmeters have been included in the instrument. The filament
voltmeter is a Weston model 301, 0 to 10
volts D. C. The plate volmneter is a
model 301. p to 100 vous D. C. with
multiplier R. The plater rent meter
model 301, o to 50 milliamperes, D. C.
Tan advantage of these instruments is that
they can he plated either horizontally or
one is

+B.

vertically without affecting the calibration.

trie Xcltogg

No. 2 socket is supposed to
by :Krems aml two roil mounting pillars. The clips from a Doren grid
leak mounting were removal from the
lause and fastened directly to the F aztd
terminals of the socket. A 2- megoAnm
Raven grid leak. and .00025 mid. and
.005 mfd. Mioodon were used. The 30ohm General instrument rheostat is for
fine filament metro.. The multiplier for
Me 0 to 100V. vottomcter is fastened to
the panel with four coil mounting pillars.
tF.e panel
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an vary by two or three volts
from this vdtte, and the ordinary.
Eveready B battery an be employed.
Moreover, with 80 volts on the plate.
Me filament voltage an be varied by
Man about 3.6 Volts and 4.2 volts with
a change in calibration of only about 2s%.
So the ordinary storage battery is all
right fora filament current supply for.
by means of the rheostat. the filament

Two pillars at each side are held together
by a screw. Either a Pawood or Stevens
adjustable circle cutter an be used to
cut the holes in the panel for the various
instruments.
Possibly the simplest way to calibrate
the instrument is to pass an alternating
current through a potentiometer arolnaining a variable voltage.
ranged
The voltage for each setting of the slide

voltage

ram can be rad with an AC voltmeter.
The source of alternating current can be
tut ordinary 60 -cycle fighting supply.
There is no need to doubt a calibration
at low frequency. for with the .005 ofd.
condenser connected as shown, the alibatiot will hold good for all frequencies
as long as the same tube is used.
The alihration is made by observing
and plotting the various readings of the
miniamm:ter as the applied emf.
vied and masnrast If the voltage to
le measured dors not exceed 2.5, the
calibration curve is a straight line which
cuts one of the axes.
Small clangs in plate voltage affect
the calibration Ica and less as it is increased. in fact if it is about 80 volts. a
change of 4% in its value has no effect
whatsoever. This is fortunate since. by
wing say 80 volts on the plate, the plate

voltage can be held at about 3.7 volts,
making the life of the tube almost indefinite. Changing the grid leak from 2 to 4
megohms changes the calibration about
4% so slut any slight changes in hts resistanre caused by atmosphere conditions
will have no detrimental effect on the

i

instrument.
It is almost impouiblc to sit down
and think of all the uses to which the
voltomeler can be put. A few of its
tires in radio work, as apmhicd to everyday laboratory testing will be mentioned.
It may be used to masure the amplification produced by either audio or radio
amplification at
irecnmenev
bfrequency
y measuring the potential adifference between the grid and filament of each tube
This makes it possible to ascertain the
pertornunce of an amplifier exactly
since no Itwd is put on the coil.
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EDITORIAL
JUDGING from the way rumors spread
throughout the radio industry, from

dealer to jobber tomanufacturer and
publishing house, with a speed that sag.
grass simultaneous broadcasting, a Irn
us must think we're back in the Amty.
The only difference is that rumors didn't
'rally amount to much stn, but ow
they make the
between dollars
and sense.
Right now we arc king told that radio
pans are not selling. Dealers, all of a
sudden, have assumed the elbow-on-thecounter pose, and are sighing over the
.recent and very serious falling-off in
parts ales. As usual, the dealer asks
plaintively, "Why d<m't they buy ?" instead of taking stock of himself by asking," Why don't l sell?"
If pans manufacturers find their sales
falling off, and their dakrs complaining
that pans wont move. it may be that
ales have dropped. or that they are
moving in disguise.
To expand
Fans must be sold. It
snit enough to lot them out on the
shelves, just as het manufacturer who
simply offers a high quality instrument
does only half the work that must be
done to start repeat orders on stir way.
Nor is the manufacturer doing his part
by displaying his wares in the advertising sections of newspaper, and magaE

difference

-

sines.

In 1920. approximately one million
dollars' worth of radio equipment was
sold, bought by real experimenters who
were doing more or leu original and independent work. But the people who
bought two hundred million dollar
worth of pans in 1924 are of a different
class. They are novices, men and boys
who, in most cases, made their initial
attempt to assemble the wonderful this circuit or that- circuit they read about.
And, sad to relate, a very high percentage of the home -built sets, assembled
from assorted parts, didn't work, nor
did the dealer who sold the para help
much to straighten out the troubles.
With certain exceptions, pans sales have
troppcd off, and for the very good
season that the sets built from than
haven't been satisfactory. Why? Beuse the manufacturers haven't shown
the set builders how to use the pans,
because most magazine and newspaper
articles don't give sufficient instructions,
purposely omit the names of the parc

intrumenls
bosh shouLl hie
used, and because the deader can't do
the work that the mannfacturers, the
ticular

and

the

newspapers

should

dcaxincs
o for him.
On the other hod. some parts are
selling very well indeed because. through
carefully planned advertising. publicity,
and instruction booklets, set- builders
have been shown how to use them successfully. An excellent example of this
is Me campaign of the Raines d Manufacturing Company.
Then there are the parts "moving in
disguise." Dealers don't think of construction kits when they ay " Pans are
dad." If you think that radio ales
are all on complete outfits, ask Acme
Apparatus, Erla, Phenix, Freshman, aand
Me other kit manufacturers, or try to get
deliveries un the National units.
Companies making parts and materials
must get them an in the form of kits.
or sell the pans to other companies that
do put out kits. Pans will be sold in
grater quantities in 1925 than in 1924,
pans will always be sold and in huge
quantities, but an increasing proportion
of thent will be disguised as construction
kits.
M. B.
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Rasla Reflex-2
dims makes
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bilkt

one for ourselves.

circuit

powerful, compact.

a

of operating

a

loud speaker

Ihe leasla tuning unit consists of an to,
primary with a tap for use with
lortg aerials, and a secon.ry
tuned
by a 0.6003 mfd. Cardwell variable condenser. The condenser tunes
entire
mania, woofing. but only part of the
coil is includwl in the grid circuit. This
increases the selectivity. Oscillations arc
controlled by a small two plate Rasla
anetng condenser used in conjunction
with the reminder of the secondary
inding. This condenser also serves a,
a volume control.
The first tube is reflexed to provide both radio and audio

tu.

we had to make up
After testing out the

thor.ghly ud

,

making

lit.

changes here and there
problem re
solved itself into the construction of a
compact unit which could be easily built
d used as a portable set if
The hardmt job was to arrange the part,
so that the wiring would
and
simple and yct prmerve the high efficiency of the receiver. In presenting Me
type 7100 receiver we fml that all of the
otutacles have .en surnmunted.
sct is small, measuring 7 by 12 ins., by
7 ins. deep.
At
Darien laboratory
we brought in all of the broadcasting

.

did.

t.

stations around New Yo. City as well
as many DX stations on the loud speak
cr. The set is extremely uleetive when
used with an aerial almut 60 feet long.
To Nola The circuit employed in this
Relics
set is not of the trick variety.
Ora. but rather depends for il high
efficiency on the correct design of the
various partr. Referring to the schematic wiring diagram you MI notice thas

.1

t.

amplificati..

The interstage
frequency transformer is
designed so that
impedance matches
of the fixed Rasla cryual detector.
giving efficient coupling.
high ratio
Modern A. F. transformer uud in the
first stage has a low prima, impedance
to match that of the crystal detector and
provides the unusual kick peculiar to this
circuit.
A .00025 mfd. Mimdon byfrequency
Rarla

ra,

t.t

T.

Rom
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After ve, earuful experimenting it yeas found that a 0.00025 mid. Mi.
eadon connect. across the Kimary of
this transformer not only cleared up the
reception greatly but also incensed the
vdtone.
The filament current of the
first tube is controlled.by.a 30-ohm Cwo
rhmstat. An Anmente IS used on tbe
.92d Mb. A filament control jack is
employed as it does not complicate the
tortion.

wiring.

mr toLt4Itmnt:T.t4
make
ttessiree

oinstnwt without
The front
very well and

fh

It

compact and casEfia

deerns,

ItS

pane/ layout balances

is hard to improve upon.
ttMe panel is supported by two Ben-

jamin jmnel support brackets.

These
brackets are essential in this set as the
weight of the two A. F. transformers
concentrated at Ac hack of
too great to ISM. of III! use of the com
ventional angle brackets. The tuhe so.ets arc hung under the Mad win nil
mounting pillars and screws AO that most

MOS.

cams

of the wiring is below. These sockets
are of white lsolamite and hays sterling
silver COMAS.. Aside from their high
electrical efficiency,
present a
pleasing appearance when contrasted
against the black panel material The
base of the R. F. transformer is alm
fastened under the tube panel.
The
mounting of the Amperite has been
worked out so that it is fastened directly to the panel, and the terminal which
goes to the socket is under the coil
mounting pillar which supports the socket, thus utilizing it to convey the filament current to Ae contact spring. The
right hand panel support bracket. looking at the set from the front, is used as
part of the filament lead from the
binding post to the IIICOSISL The antenna coupling coil bass separate bind.
ing post strip for the antenna and
ground connections. This is supported
on a con mounting pillar. This scheme
eliminatet the long parallel leads which
oottld be required if the binding
were located on the tube Pant,. The ss

re,

-A

P..
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sin

riante condenser is fastened in the po.
sinon Shown $0 20 tO Make the cOnnee
tions as simple as possible.

n'1;0;..;.'th"T00

67
...ea
front panel measureS
ins., 3-16 ins. thick, the tube pa. is
7

12
7

by 6g ins., 3-16 ins. thick, and the bind.
ing post strip is 2 by 46 ins., 3.16 ins.

The Muniments required are
Rash tuner, fixed crystal detector, corn.
pensating .ndenser and knob. and type
CR radio freque, transformer, a
thacx.

Modern

I

to 10

and

1

to 4 ratio A. F.

transformer, two C,eneral 1.rument Is.
titan.* sockets. one Ciro 30-oho rheostm and knob,

pair of Benjamin panel
mpport brackets, I-A Amperite. Carter
3-spring filament control jack. six F.by
or Marshall.Gerken binding posts, Card.
41 0.0003 mfd. variable condenser, two
0.00025 mfd. type 60IG Miradors with
grid leak dips, and one 4-in. Accuratune
vernier dial. :a addition there are Me
*following .ndard small fittines: Five
a

Number 2

roil mounting pillars, thi,r1Y-fiV_e_
ing lugs, twentytwO Y, M. 6.32
machine screws, and twenty nuts.

1,117 Y.7.":tront

$01.4St.:

tt

g!

.tube Pand ,frottt the,
wiring diagram, as it Is showna. e ctiy
one-half Bee here. lloweier tti il ease:
to work from Me full sue bueprint

All of the screw hoies in the tube panel
arc made with a No. 18 drill, and Me
holes through which the wires pus are
made with a No. 27 drill. The holes for
the sockets are IV: ins. diameter and the
hole for the R. F. transformer 146 Ill.
diameter. These ran be easily cut with

Pawood adjustable circle cutter. This
tool is inexpensive and is ve, useful
around the laboratory.
Fig 5 shows a *titre wiring
ma
diagram of the wt, in which
the conn.ions have been
drawn exactly as thry were arranged in
the original receiver. The diagram is
drawn 100king OD at the houom of the

¡Pk
,,,.

n--

î>=-rStiaiiiallni;_
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Place the Iugs on the instruments as
they are mounted, having them pointing
in the directions shown by the short homy
lines in the picture wiring diagram and
have nuts tightened securely.
Spindle
wrenches are very good for this work.
I. Put the R. F. transformer through
the middle large hole in the tube panel
and fasten its base to the panel with
three yet -in. 632 R. H. machine screws
and nuts. Be sure that the terminals
arc located correctly. Remove the two
nuts (rom the P and -oi terminals
of each sacker and part a coil mounting
pillar on each screw instead. Now

rea. e. An tn

pelma kor

ionsewnk

tube panel by means of a /gin. 632 R.H.
screw threading into the coil mounting
pillars from the top of the panel. Before
fastening the left hand socket. remove the
mounting dips from the base of the Am
pente, and cut off the clips where they
bend over the ends of the base.
Mount
one of these clips under the roil mount
ing pollar on the
fermi,":) of this
socket so that when the screw is put in
from the top of the panel the hole
unit is clamped tightly together. Mount
the other Arpente dip on the panel
with one of the F. II. screws from th.
Amperite base. Snap the Amperite h
Clad between the hF'p. Mount the three
pinning pats on the panel with the hold
the back edge. Fasten tIl
pointing
two Benjamin pend support we d
the panel with the R. H. screws and nut
provided. son Hooft the two A. F.
transformers
top of the panel with y5in. 632 R. H. machine screws and nuts.
The 1 to IO transformer, the one with the

-F

Nwrabsr

2

Mick core, goes on the left, looking at
Me panel from the top -front. Flatten
out the grid4cak clips on the two Mica dons and mount one on the secondary
of the 1 to 10 transformer and one on the
primary of Me I to 4 A. F. transformer.
Fasten a soldering lug to the Sliradon on
the
to IO transformer with a yet -in.
632 R. 11. screw put through the front
eyelet hole.
2. On top of the panel, connect 1, the
P. terminal of the R. F. transformer,
to 2, the lug which is fawned to
P. termInsl of the left hand rocket, Ie 17ing at the panel from the front. Con1

iM Anum 1M

eniY

tM

ol

knna

nect 3, the B terminal

of this transformer
the
to 4 A. F.
transformer. Connect 5, the F. terminal
of the R. F. transformer to 6, the P
terminal of the Ito 10 transformer.
3. Put a lug on each terminal of the
Rasta crystal detector.
to 4, the P terminal

of

1

4. Solder one lug 7, to the lug on the
G terminal of the R. F. transformer.
Solder the other lug 8, to that on the primary F temdnai of the
to 10 transformer. These lugs may have to be twisted slightly in order to get the crystal
detector straight.
Now turn the tube
Panel upside down and connect the two
luge on the tube sockets together.
This is connection 9. Connect 10, the
secondary F terminal of the
to 4
transformer, to II, a point on the panel
support bracket. This wire runs through
the small hole in the eel. Connect this
same point, II, to 12 and through the
small hole in the panel to 13. Connection 12 is made to the lug on the Arpente terminal and 13 is the secondary
1

}F

1

RASSA Ramest-2

r

terminal of the

.

I to 10

transformer.

Connect 14 a point
this wire to 15;
the
binding post. Connect 16. the
G tenninal of the 1 to 4 transformer,
to 17. Keep this
clear of connection II.
5. Mount the jack on the front panel,
keeping the frame toward the bottom.
Loosen the set screw in the knob of the
compensating condenser, and take off the
knob. pointe, lock nui, and washer.
Fasten the mndenser to
panel with
the lock nut and washer, kmping the
rotor plate termi. facing the side of
Me panel where Me Cardwell condenser
Put on the knob and
is to be mounted.
dial s. that the dial is vertical when the
rotor Oates are halfway
with
the Staten.. Mount the rhmstat on the
panel, and fmten the knob so Ouit
arrow points to the line on the panel
when it is turned all the way to the left.
Mount the two outside binding pmts on
the small terminal strip, pulling a log
under each nut. Remove Me outer not
from the SA terminal of the Ras. tuner
and screw a coil mounting pillar
it.
Now pm the middle binding pog through
the terminal strip and strew this into
the free end of the mil mounting pil.r.
keeping the strip parallel to the tuner
mils. Mount the two legs of the tuner

-A

.re

inter...

t.

LIP

to Me end plate of the Cardwell
.it
condense, fastening them with M-in.
R. H. machine screws threaded into
the two holes which you will find in the
end plate.
It so happens that these
holes in Me ettd plate are spend correctly
for the mounting.
6. Connect the LA temlinal, IS, of the
tuner to Me LA binding post, 19. Connect ht GND terminal, 20, to the GND
binding post 21.
7. Mount the odenser and tuner uit
on the front panel with the three flat
11.1 screws. Put the Accuratune dial

612
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condenser plates are
totally interlmved. If you use Me old
style AA-Wahine yOu voll find it nemssary to cut otT the shaft of the condenser
just a little bit, so that the dial will fit
flush up against the panel. Make sure
that you press Me dial On firmly before
tightening the Set Screw for, otherwise,
the cork friction disc .11 not hold.
Remove the two binding posts from the
rheostat and put on lugs and ordinary
nuts inIdend. ',Steil the frOnt pUlet to
the brackets on the tube panel with the
four flat head machine screws prosided.
Make mre that the nut ce Me top screw
panel

when

the
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Spark-Coil Windings for Better
Radio Transformers
The helical windings Ined for Sanwon transformers were d,
veloped for spark coil. but this method has special advantage
for radio We 20t f021111 in the layer-wound coila

,

liVEI,L years ago the Samson Eke-

trie Company undertook the development of 2 combination ignition coil
and spark plug for um on motor boats.
The nurPose of the devices was to elimininam high tension wiring whkh would
break down when, in heavy weather. the
engine and ignition system got wet. The
necessity for making the ignition unit
very small complicated the problem oi
winding coils which would stand np
under the high voltage. Layer wound
coils were unsatisfactory because of the
high potential difference between Me
layers and Me paper between byers increased Me mechanical dimensions con-

OeliMer29 Were carried out on winding
coils in vertical pies, one turn Mick. in.
stead of maki, them in horisonml
layers. This work extended over a period
of several years and. by Me time the
winding machine was perfected. there
was no demand for the ignition units be-

cause motor

^~

engines had begun to

regular outwit.< ignition systems.
Then Ow Samson Company discovered
that, in working on spark coil design they
had produced an ideal type of radio
transformer winding.
The helical winding machine is an ex
etedingir clever mechanism for it does
a most unusual job in a very simple way.
I fowever, the action of it cannot be deWrit. intelligently without photo.
graphs and the details of the machine
are not yet available. The effect of the
winding method, however. n to produce
continuous wind
A soil in the SOinl OS
ing in whkh the turns form flat spirals.
alternately wound from Ow inside OW
and the °inside in. Some people have
been under the impression that the coils
were wound in the form of sepamte
subsequently joined together. Actually.
the winding is continuous, the spindles re
robing at the mme speed thronghout
the attire winding process.
As to the admntages of the system:
usc

°

The difference in potential between vies
is much lower than between layers in a
layer -won.

coil.

annuentlyy,

no

In the
sutation is req red.
Samson transformers, the roils are of
avenge sire but larger wire is employed
than would be possible with pater insulation.
Reducing the potential dif-

ference also decreases the capacity effect
A pert. transformer
in the Mils.
would have no capacity effect for. then.
there would be no tendency to by -pus
the audio froquerncy currents through the
transformer instead of doing their work
by following through one turn after
another in the coil. This effect becomes
very marked as th< frequency increases.
In reflex sus radio amt audio frMmmnry
and the
transformers are put in
radio frequency currents by-pass around
the transformer without gang through
the windings at ail.
The aaompanytng illustrations stows
the Samson audio and long wave trans.
ioniser, in which the helical windings are
employed. The audio frequency transformers are at the right and the long
wave and filter transformers at the left
The
transfomners,
and center.
however, are um furnished with the
super kit.
these Innsfonnem go through
umber of eery elaborate tests as
part of the inspection and the main
.s

din

:lief

Ramla Reflex -2

rn.tuaed Iras'

arse ws

right Mud bracket

M

a tinned
under it.
R. Turn the set so ymn are facing the
lattons of the tube panel and connect 9,
the junction of the F+ terminals of the
sockets. to 22. the loner right hand tab
of the jack. Connect 23. the +R binding
post, to 24, the right hand tab next to the
frame. Connect 25, a point on this wire,
m 26, the primary F terminal of the 1 to
1 transformer.
Connect 27, the
R binding post, to 28, the lower left ham'
tab of the jack. Connect 29, the remain
Mg tab on the jack. to 30. the P terminal
of the left hand socket. Connect 31. the
G terminal of the right hand socket, to
32. the stator terminal of the Cardwell
condenser. Keep this lead clear of the
brxket. Turn the to right side up again

on the
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tenante of electrical and mechanical
standards, the final tats are particularly
interesting.
Sanson audio transformers are not
tested for short circuits, open circuits, or
Instead, each
short circuited turns.
for the actual
is
measured
transformer
amplifiotion it produces at audio freIn this way an additional
quencies.
check is obtained upon the quality of the
core iron, the insulation, and the winding of the coils. Asa utter of fact.
this is the ori> way to gat a final and
complete check upon an audio trans.

fumer.
The long wave and fiber transformers
similarly tested. At the sane time,
hile ten amplification is being measured.
an adjustable oscillator is employed by
neama of which ten transfomerss are
matched. On the bottom of each iong
are

transformer Trou will find a numwritten
in persil. This number in
ber
MA. the setting of the oscillator earl
denser at which maximums amplification
ere

On the condenser scale.
divisions represent a change of one
kilo-cycle. Each transformer k marked
with the condenser .ale reading and. in
unis way, the transformers are matched
and put into kits. Therefore, the
matching is accurate to nwetwelftlm kilo.
was obtained.
12

cycle.
and connect 33, the lug under the nut
on the bracket, to 34, the muter terminal
Cmnnect 35 the other
of the rheosmt.
rheostat terminal. to 36. Connect 37.
the P ternial of the R. F. transformer,
to 38 on the compensating condenser.
Connect 39 to 40. 40 is a lug under the
spacer rod of the Cardwell condenser.
terminal of the
Connect 41, the
tuner. to 42 on the .00025 Mieadon. 41
is shown as a free dotted line in the
picture wiring diagram. Co,,,,, 43, the
O terminal of the tuner, to 44 on the
rear end plate of the condenser. Connect 45. the C2 terminal, to 46 the top
stator terminal of the condenser.
This completes the assembly and wiring of the set. It will be well to cheek
over every connection against the plc
lure airing and xhemate diagrams as
well 39 the illustrations.

-A

s

Are Standards Changing?
There seems to be

indicating

D
1%

a

a

tendency toward flimsy, awkward designs,
set during the 1923 .18011

lowering of the standards

ALMO instruments are, by their na
titre, really precision devices. That
s, they should be substantially closigned
so as to maintain themselves against long
and hard use. It is neemsary for them
to he substantial mechanically, the insu-

they must not develop faults. Me mils
must be carefully wound, and Me ton.
tlensers m
MM, their alignment.
It is utton these factors that mntinued
satisfactory operatton depends.
Experienced designers of adm appratio: realise the importance of Mese

.

must be strong and

permanent,
92

f'rfnuory,

llesmx STAYMR[ n

1925

points and, unless they are prevented
from doing so by the polity of the companies employing them, make a conscientious effort to work out the details as
well as the essentbly in a creditable man.. Unfortunately. however, they are
wnetfines prevented from doing their
bat because of the unwillingness of the
concern to make the necessary invest ums to nrodtre good egttilmwnt on an
economical basis. Moreover, there are
many mere designing mdio equipment

Iq.

a.

inn

Inlwn.Wlate
or

out of the business but, fortunately, this
is true only in specific instances.
It is rather alarming, for example, to
sec wooden panels and parts employed in
radio sets. Wood ù na satisfactory be-

cause
ne it lacks permanence and the nec.
insulating qualities, and is liable to

lame tmuMc from splitting in transit or
warping in use
The accompanying illustrations show
few examp, of really good design. In
Fig. I. at the top, arc coco Grebe sets.

mr.MlereOYns tyran errLwell'r elver tae Imarwbn
<enrl.,.elron mWe is lare

v.ho are not familiar with I,a fundamentals of correct design.
Judging from the apparatus produced
in 1924 and some of the 1925 models,
the standards of design are being lowered
or else there is an increasing amount of
apparatus developed by inexperienced
men.
Price
tray be responsible
for this change With the greater production and the increased resources of
radio ea ferns it is hard to understand
why they are not making better equipment
today. Instad, so many of our receiving sets are flimsy mechan.ly, provisions for insulating are uaatisfartory,
and a general impression of cheapness
is most apparent. There are amcertts.
of averse, who are simply capitalizing
their present opportunities with the idea
of gating out large stock issues. after
which the present management wilf step

....ion
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omixtring these with almost any of the
outfits n w found in radio stores the
ras<ms for the foregoing remarks are
quite obvious. The lower illustrations
show some of the first Adler netltrodvne
outfits built for that concern by Allan
Cardwell. Of course, a great deal is to
he expected from the Cardwell Company
bc..e one of their specialties is the
manufacture of Ilse Kolstcr decremeter
and the Bureau of Standard's wavemeters, as well as precision instruments
for the western F193,1c Company. In
Fig. 2 a special receiver, also from the
Cardwell Company, is illustrated.
There is no reason why the standards
of design should not be nip eel from year
to year. In fact, manufacturers are
bound to come to the realization that a
great part of their service expense is a
result of their failure or unwillingness
to build gollity and substance into their
t

r

<ivfng

seta.

Cabot Circuit Receiver
While New York may be the radio center, Boston is producing a
share of the new diin,gs. Sewell Cabot, of the Acme
Apparatus Company, it responsible for this remarkable inductancetuned reflex receiver

la,

,r,

Dave you a long distance receiver%
before
answer, for you
may have to alter
reply. Mr. Zwtcker, of Me Acme Apparatus Corn,y
makes a standing offer that
will pay
ten dollars each night he dties not hear
the Pacific coast from Roston, receiving
a tanall loop, to anyone who will
ten ddlart every tught he gets
across. Is
set that kind of a long
range outfit?
The set Mr. 7.vvicker uses is the new
Cahot reflex, developed by Sewell CaMt
for the Acme Company. 31r. Cabot.
the way. is one of those rare engineers
WII0 can mneeive that a certain thing is
prissiblv. and C911 then make the ,sibil.
ity an act,itv. And. while
is ve,
much of a thmrist, he has surprised
many oi us who were inclined to criticize
the design of the instrument upon which
the success of the circuit is most de-

Easy,

.w

.l.,

.

,

,r

I,

.

,dent.

fn Figs. 1 and 2 vou will see the Dmil unit. a tunssl R. F. transformer.
mounted on the shaft of the variable
condenser which tunm the I.p.
unit comprises a rotor
stator. each
carrying two D mils. Ott rotor and one
the
stat.r mil are in series, serving
prmary, and the ot.r rtmor and stator
coils form the secondary of the R. E

a.

T.

.

transformer. In Fig. 3 041 Will KC that
a fixed condenser of
inftl.. a spe
cial type of Dubilier Mieadon, it vonnetted 999.095 Me R. F. transformer sre-

ondary.
Thns there is, in the tuning unit. a
variable condenser working with
fig. inductance of the I.p and 9 %ariable anductance worlong with the tiged
capacity of the Mir.1011. A second vari
able condenser it put across the Mica
don. but it is only for close tuning. t.
com,sate for
inaccura, in the
tuning from the R. F. tratisMinter see
ontlary. The 099100f r is varied only a
few 11,1W9 over the rmire wavelength
range. Therefore. this set is practicallv
a mono.control outfit. since the second
co.enser is only used to bring the sig
nals to the pmk of intensity.
While the tuning unit is sold semrate.
it-. for those who want to exNrintent
with it. the complete mnstruction kit iS
more interesting and ninth .fer to nee
since the design for the set has luon
worked out with such great mre. Every
item necessary is iticluded in the kit
front pond. haseboard. tods, and all
the other parts and devices.
With
other kit arc such full instructions given.
There is a drawing which ,thnw the
act dinsemimis and slut, of each wirr.

t.

a,

.

rs

CABOT Clitt911.

Febnsary, 1925

that Mt connections can be formed
first and fitted to the terminal. afterward.
By careful planning, all butt joints have
been eliminated. Conscquemly no solder:
Nu

'nniLic:17.1"!17odii.e

VItioh7rgellertTde'r7d

ct-

tlections. The amembly instructions
arranged in steps follow. each other in

Itncravna
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.

similar to the familiar. four-tuhe Acme
relies, except that otIlYt.one:I.A
flexed. You will nMe
,t,heee,relleii./,i., rt.reeartesfpo,r.nser

of the characteristics ...If the Sode ion. eThe
cocitplete circuit iiitittaft .itatminitzmvr
tuned
F., two stages f

0.1-21f,
<

--MI

-.117,54
MAC

RIX

1,315

rawrimmi.rem
warn.
T17111,111MIFW41111,

trot:T.1.Z

. t^:t7:
t1:ezr,i.ter

sent!.

to make the work

AnOther unique fciture of this ut i5
Mt' of an S-13 Sodion tube for Me
detector. In fact. the extreme sensitiveness of this ut, as well as the excellent
tone quality. is due to the Sodion.
A
standard socket with an adapter are provnled
order that a UV20I-A or DV-3
tube can be used as a &lector. This it
the first multi-tube set designed for an
S-I3 detector, although other concerns
will probably arrange for its
as soon
as the manufacturers can make further
increases in their production schedule.
The amplifying part of the circuit is
the

u.

coupled R. I,. deneturi a stage of reflex.)
A. F., and.. stage of straight A. F. amplification. UV201-A or DV-2 tu.s

At amplifiers.
No rhe.tats are provided for tlu amplifiers, the I-ohm rmist.ce in Mc
-A lead .ing relied
to regulate the
current. While this is contrary to customary practice, it seems to work out in a
satisfactory manner, although a rheostat
would give a better control.
Both a
rheostat and potentiometer are used with
can be used for

u,

Sodion. bemuse it is more critical
The pot-rhco. or
than the amplifiers.
combination rhesismt aml potentiometer.
is shown between Me A. P. transformers

Remo

Exotics/on

Number 2

Vti

ttTsita°,:rett:gr;W:::,;`.44.°gt:t"tnái rs'nt:geei'te'eXsirt:Tit.é.ieer.."°'
It is fittest with two concentric
resistance elements and comntric shafts
which move the
contact EMS. By
turning th stnaller knob at the front the
potentiometer can be regulated, or Me
rheostat adjust. with the larger one.
in Fig. 2.

.o

A construction article tit:scribing th
assembly and operation of this sa is now
ill pICCESS
th, Darien laboratory. You
ill lid it in the March or April issue
of RADIO ENGINEERING, illustrated with
photographs and diagranu.

Blueprints You Can Get From Radio Engineering
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One radio trouble you can stop
chbuiott of

t. fin.;

But you cun sec
ta.ttbiton ts not

oct made.

't that your
mad by
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TUBES

The "Magic Lamp" of Radio

The Splitdorf Self-Neutralized
R. F. Receiver
thi. fivedlibe

set. the 'indolent

of neutralization has

intereAting mechanical feature.

U.

ilre
ttft
Soljerdthe12-in.piece of bus Wire Mk,
mg up from the Speaker--binding post
to terminal 24, directly over it, under

soldering tabs on the jack so that they
fan out giving room for a connection.
a. Bend a piece of bus wire in the
form of a U and connect 13 and 14,
the two outside springs of the jack together. The horizontal part of this wire
should just clear the baseboard. Con-

bra'de

from the edge.
mfd. by.pass condenser at the back edge of the baseboard flush against the binding post
panel, using the two short R. II. wood
.rews provided. Mount the deck assembly in place using the km long wood
screws, and brass spacers. The three
tube sotkets face toward the front panel.
10. Tum thc set on end so you arc
looking at its left hand side. Connect
17, the front terminal of the A. F. transformer under the deck, to the fourth
spring of the jack from thc
Connect 18, the other terminal of the transformer. to the second jack spring from
the right. Connect 19, the lug on the
end socket under the deck. to the third
jack spring from the left. This eon,
plees the jack wiring. Connect the free
end of the copper braided wire from 2,
the left hand terminal of rheostat No.
2, to 20, a lug under the deck. Connect
I, the right ha. terminal of rheostat
board and

21

1

in the same manner.

/per

wi.

the wire
Do the same
-- p0g to 25. and from
Connect the 4-in. sere
from the B
post to 27 on the
deck. and 28, the left hand terminal of
the 1 mfd..nilen.r.
Make sure that
this wire clears connection 26. Connect
29, the right hand terminal of this oin
denser, to the 11 Bat -1- binding post.
11. Mount the two radio frequency
transformers, the shorter tubes, .hiod
the I plat< condensers, making sure that
the two heavy.v.ire
terminals
face the binding post
Ilse the
short R. H. wood .mws put into
holes drilled in the ba.board.
12. Connect 30, the rotor terminal of

from the C Bat
Det
to 26.

jack spring front the left, running this
wire Rj-in. front the top of the base.

No. I, to

CO

the deck.

the middle point of
wire. Run thc
wire close to the baseboard and
front the edge.
Connect
16.
the
Sp.ker + binding post to the second

Mount the

ter..

22, the left hand stator
Condenser No. 2, to 23, a lug under
ftev'ble
the deck.
pi
tl
ec

7. Fasten the binding post pancl to the
with the three
F. II.

..board

9.

Part 2

Con

°

print,
pa..

t.

.

this
transformer No. 2. Connect 32
same terminal to 33. a lug on the A. F.
amplifier units. U. a piece of the copper
braided wire for this .nnection.
34, the right hand stator terminal of the
same condenser to 35, the front right
hand temnal of R. F. transformer No.
2.
Connect 36. the P terminal of the
left hand socket, to 37,
rear right
hand termi.I of die R. F. transformer.

t.

Connect 38. a point on the wire .nnecting 29 and the 11
bi.ing post, to
39 and 40. 40 is the rear left hand ter.

.t

nect 41, the G terminal of the left hand
socket, to 42, the adjacent stator terminal
of 17 plate condenser No. 1. Connect 43.

RADIO PRODUCTS

of DISTINCTION.
The DAVEN Resistance Coupled Amplifier Kits
perfected Rerh.dante Coupled
hme ennvim, the heel seep
malehleu..
Wend Thot Reri +!ante CouplinP is
A7kl the Uaven Re.inlRna Cont..
..roi, ri eI aIMN
eat an
ull
ïhina
rl
n K h.'
These hlRhit

4

Rer.

t

iI:K.W
tPH p
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iif'

oar ,ele alrce..t

COPORATION
Irk

\e.

"The Aristocrat of Amplifiers"
IITIMITC11101EITMETEE

taIRIRUiII

Rut*

100

point on wire 10 to 12, to 44 and 45.
44 is the rotor terminal of the condenser
and 45 is the front left hand terminal of
a

R. F. transformer No. 1. Connect 46.
Re other stator terminal of Ne condenser.
to 47. Connut 48, the P terminal of the
right hand socket, to 49.
13. Fasten one temtinal of the .00025
mfd. fixed condensa directly to the G
terminal of this socket, plating a soldering lug under the same nut for a latter
connection.
14, Connect 50, the other terminal of
Re fixed condenser, to 51, the Ant binding post. Connect 52, the A Bat + bindmg post, to 53, the right hand terminal
of the filament switch. Keep this wire
at the edge of the baseboard. Connect
a piece of wire 5 ices. long at 54, the
gird binding post. letting it stick up ver
-

tiatly.
Now mount the antenna coupling
coil n the position shown.
16. Connect the other end
the tirs
from 54 to 55, the rear terminal of this
coil. Connect the wire sticking up from
connection 4. the rotor terminal of flan
43 -plate condenser, to 56. the right hand
terminal at the front of the mil. Finally
connect 57. the lug on the G terminal of
the right hand socket, to 58, the stator
terminal of the 43 plate condenser, to 59,
the remaining terminal of the antenna
courting mil. Now put the three large
dials on the condenser shafts making sort
that the 100 mark coincides with the
vertical line engraved on the panel. when
the condenser plates are totally interleased. Put the two rheostat dials on so
that the zero mark eoinckles with the
line engraved on the land when titi
shaft is turned all Re way to Mc left.
This completes the assembly and wiring
I

of

the set.

After the set has been wired.
go over each connection. checks-s-ds ing it against the picture wiring diagram See that the filament
switch knob is pushed in. Connect a
&-Volt A battery across the A Flat
and A Bat
binding posts, The A+
terminal on a storage battery is usually
pained red. Insert the five tuba in the
sockets, pull out the knob of the filament
switch, and turn the left hand rheostat

T. a.g
sad
OO

-

Number

Exasumuutco

2

dial, looking at the set from the front,
up to about 3. This should light the
first and second tubes. Turn up the other
rheostat knob. This should light the remaining three tubes. Leaving everything
else in the same position, disconnect the
A Batt lead and connect it successively
to the B Amp +, B Det +, and Bat -Ibinding posts. The tubes should not
light up for either of these connections if
the set is wired correctly.
To put the set into mwration, connect
the
terndml of the battery to the A
Bat + binding post. Connect the aerial
and gsomd to their apettive bindingg
posts. Connect five olt Evolt, or two 45tip B intteriacid one 22% volt t
terminal
tesfa in series. Connect the
binding post. Conof the first B Bat
nect the 22 %volt tap of the same battery from which the
lead was taken
off, to the B Det + binding post. (-onnee' the + 6734-volt tap to the If Bat +
terminal of
binding post. Connect the
the last battery in the song, 112% -volt
tap, to the B Amp -I- binding lost. Coit-

}

-

-

B-

}

-

and C Bat
binding
nect the C Rat
Wets together with a short piece of wire.
Now connect the two cord tips from the
loud speaker to the two speaker binding
posts, the cord with the colored thread
woven in it going to the Speaker + post.
Pull out the knob of the filament switch
to sum on the tubes. Turn up the
rheostat dials in about S and insert Re
phone plug in the jack. This should give
a loud dick in the phones.
Set the three
large dials at zero. Move the second and
third dials in step one degree at a 11me,
and for each of these settings rotate the
first dial back and forth very slowly.
Continue this process until a station is
hard. Now rmdiust all three dials to
get the bat possible reception. Write
down the name of the station and the
dial settings. This station will always
come in on the same setting provided the
aerial and ground are not changed. By
Now try varying the B battery voltage
on the detector, A. F. and R. F. amplifier tubes by using different voltage taps
on the 15 battery.
In each case else the
lowest roltage consistent with good reception, as this increases the life of the B

battery.
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Back Issues of Radio Engineering
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improvements
at ONE stroke

Obsolete

The

Self-Adjusting Rheostat

Prier

Pao

Everywhere

Write for

FREE

Hook -Ups

iió: ":e:ómí".tr. roo'

RADIALL COMPANY

EDITE
right amperes"

!P_
means

ACCURATE
Screw Machine

New and Improved

PRODUCTS
7=1::

1000
FULLY PROTECTED BY
PATENTS

IteaA'env
Binding Poses
MANUFACTURERS:
MI

Nod, by

oho

Ofioineto,. of Ifi.b

EJECTED screw .tuschinc

Itproducts

mean

merest.'

production cost. S3VC time,
trouble and money with guarantord arcuratrt screw machine
products. Where required,
Brown and Sha, equipped
plant
turn out a part for a
condone, jack, switch, etc,
with a paranteed accuracy of
1/1000.' to 2/1000".

THE MARSHALL-GERKEN CO.
Toledo, Ohio.

o.

.n

Kuhn..

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFY
STASCO RHEOSTATS

gladly gaoled-

Kindly submit sample, blue
prints or other spreihcations.
We have doue precision work
for radio manufacturers everywhere iu the United Stater.
Accurate Screw .11.hine Nadu..

COLUMBIA

Metal Products

Anew.

Co.
Screw Machine Prague,.

3S7-36.3 East Ohio Street
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Brown and Sharpe

EQUIPMENT

.;1?(TBri/g00611&./
Permanent Contact Guaranteed

SHEFFIELD TRIMMING
& STAMPING CORP.
stl Centro..

NEW YORK CtTY

This was the Greatest
Formica Year!
EnOR

years Formica has suppli. more radio manufacturers with
panels, strips, winding tubes. and washers than any other
maker of radio insulation.

This year the list

of companies supplied by Formica was extended
by the addition of many other leaders in the industry.

These maker. consistently test every new offering in the way of
insulation-and always decide that Formica finish, Formica
formity, Formica insulating quality. Formica service, and deliveries
are the best that are available.

Formica panels provide an absolutely permanent front for a radio
set- one that will not discolor, warp, craze, check or in any way
change. They are a mark of genuine quality in any instrument.
Four beautiful finishes: Walnut. Mahogany. Gloss and Dull Black.

Write for booklet

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
9653 Spring Grove Avenue. Cincinnati, Ohio

oRMICA
Made from Anhydrous

SHEETS

Bakelite Resins

TUBES

RODS

Sell Amertranl
For Replacement!
All

sets need the most
from audio amplification
to give the best of loud

performance.
Amer Trans assure the
speaker

buyer that the audio side
of his receiver is right.

When you sell AmerTmns you are selling appreciation of the highest
transformer quality. In

new sets scot a replacement. AmerTrans delWer
the most volume and clarity from audio amplification.
AenerTrans

KURZ-KASCH
ARISTOCRAT
DIALS
AND

KNOBS

psi,

LEADERS IN THEIR LINE

."12n.11.1%."_-,g

American

Transformer

Co.

=Z.".
THE KURZ - KASCH CO.
PAYTON. OHIO

Improved!

T "$

Improved Rasta Reflex for
Two Tubes will startle you.
You won't believe that such great
volume can be gotten from two
tubes. You'll marvel at the selectivity and at the distant stations
that come roaring in.
The Improved Rasta Reflex is the
most powerful circuit so far devised! Never before has it been
possible to do with two tubes
what the Improved Rasta Reflex
can do. You will convince yourself of that quickly.
The Improved Rasta Reflex is easy
to build, very easy.
The complete wiring diagrams eliminate all
chance of going wrong. The tour
RASLA units pictured make re-

sults certain.
Co to

ywr

dealer today and usk for

Int rotad Rasta Hefter t:oastntetioa Bulletin, far
and m.
tubes FREE.
if rte cannot ..apply
the

DAVIDSON RADIO CORP.
222 Fulton St. N.Y.C.
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The
Fun
of

Radio
is

Building
Your
Own

Equipment
.1/r

n. 8.

/
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Some Illustrations from the

éw

.
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RADIO SET -BUILDERS'
BOOK

bs

SLEEPER

By M. B.

What to Build
type. which have been

7be

°

ex

J<xcrib J in this book
from me

rno.en

shown in Radio Enaineetina Magazine, and
the o
which we have had
most favorable commen..
They are the R.D.X. a osie.tube reflex, the NoLoss two -tube eaena the new design Acme Reflex with four tubes, and the supersensitive BrowtIMO: rake fourtube set.

t.

e

How to Build It:
wiring tuurams.
ht

is

with clear pbMOgrapbs, picture
mawinga. ana nep-by..tep a.amby Inuruct.rae to get tial.
pan<I

use

you want
special chapter
information about the panels and the. preparation.

pictures all

Parts Required' Au'''.
°`
;; d"you
u` "ua
standard
can ob.
from your
`

sin
local radio store. You don't noel special apparatus
to make up the seta or a machine
to assemble therr-losl
the simple tools which you probably have in your home right now.
CertalnI, You can build your own set.

.0

-

SEND 25t IN STAMPS for THIS NEW BOOK

M. B. SLEEPER,

Incorporated

Technical Publisher
A -52

Vanderbilt Avenue

New York City
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FANS EVERYWHERE
Are Replacing
Their Coils With

EASTERN
Low -Loss Couplers

THE IDEAL TUNER!
Thin cal, for the standard d circuit
tuner, lus replaced numerous other coil,
and in every case has improved the rc.

svlb o[ nc
in .:stance ranyc. ukc
irilY and ircreaud volume meption.
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EASTERN COIL CORP.
22

Warran Street.
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Wins Enthusiastic Approval
Bo ston`s Radio Editßr s
Unanimous Mreement.
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Can't Buy

You

It-

but If you are the least bit handy
vrith tools, you can build an amax.
ing Telos set yourself in a single
aftemoon.
Tim UAW goodness of Tclos design is
the same as it bas been for three years.
But now. Telco excellence has been
extended to include fhree stages of tuned
R.
F.
and super-intposed (telexed)
resistance-coupled A. F. as well.

Tel, KIT open% up a world
faseinati, pcesibilities in radio.

The new

of

Yon can build a 5. 6 or y tube set, and
run
all on
cells! It will coscyou
Ras to 11111 than
other set of like
power!

d,

a,

,

You can introdtwe a crystal det,tor if
desired! l'ou can use transformer A. F.
if
prefer. But no matter what con,

bination pan select, you will find clear,
unmistakable instructions in the book

Times the Gri

you will accomplish results you never
thought posrible before!

You Faultlei

the rww. genrrognty

-Assurin
Reception

Fill

tilT.

WA

of

the
a

cougxel

now.

Get

illultrated

Thrsarel

your copy of

kw...

-The

are genuine!
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wperlati

Telos

Radio
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Variable Grid Leak
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ZIP!
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number
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install it and forget il.
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AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS
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Special Construction Kits
BrowningDrake 199
VW, the +bogie..

reeeiver.

the

.1,

including

a

...I

nri .nd

pun.. drilled aid twereeed. Type

,000

1/1/41.59:

Browning-Drake 201-A
The

Biouoing.Droke 201.A

uotoge better>.

For

me

IA

die misfit for the hue who

tte: ..ererkief'fre:Pr764*Irt
VeDfiliVtat, freedom from

W:ke'rirt7e%:::'41.."Z:171;.;:felnre 3:711*.e'dtat..:71.
orril4 tun be aroarohled Nth
...PI,. ..ba'
lhowiihifil/reke sea yea,.
Tu., fad.

11.11

MLA kit. complete

'"w

Parts for Set Builders
In epite of the extreme shortage. DURRANT is one of
the few companies that can ship the genuine licensed
Browning-Drake regenaformer units made by the National
Company. This is an example of the 111111k1181 mail order
service that DURRANT can give you.

Postage is paid by DURRANT, but no responsibility for
safe delivery h assumed unless ten cents extra is rentitt;t1
to cover the cost of registry.

DURRANT RADIO, Ltd.
New York City

T-52 Vanderbilt Avenue
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Brow'ning-Urake 199
(smrtinurd Iro.s Acte :91
on the jack and fia the Socond lug on the
+90V hireling post. Connect 63 V 65.
64 is the spring rnntact
the jack and
65 the Y contactt o
the socket
nect 66 to 67. 66 is a connection on wire
60 to 61, and 67 the record tug on the
post
te spring.
Cornea P

..

Sfeelar

r.r`I

rW. 4YrMS

iñ I
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THAT SAME
N

Ins:nllnrbn

&K CLEARNESS

á r

tYrre e.
vs.s..á:s"wem.':ä:
é"kñi:i
ti
ws.e`n`v°'

4a

w..onA'.ss3,xsa

r.+4err-gNeKilt
t
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TttGOlpaCIlLf1? COaI.OPATtO'.
Ye.3
lF"t. al, 33 xaau" Sr,

Imported

PHONOGRAPH
UNIT
Iodi,4
;"
Y

f.a the

A

tatter$, as the rheostat.

-B

J..n

el.vr blw Vo.V.3Y
Ita1 ..waúü.e.1°rñei'.aiatn;.
ea, .ti».a°S"k°a..«.
Ya

uxtvl

an. oi sufficiently high resistance to take
e .f it and the Amperite controls the
R. F. amplifier current autonatirallc.
Insert the tubes and ace that they light
properly. Then put on the 443 volt C
batten'.
If verything seems to be
O. K., put 90 e volts of B battery tait,.
the
and + 90V binding Assts and
at
to the +45
V binding post.
Light the filaments
and plug in the telephones or loud speak
er. This should give a strong click.
If
the click is not clear. the plate circuit is
open. trou may find that the brilliancy
of the filaments will change slightly when
the B battery is connected but this does
not affect the operation of the ut.
At the Daum laboratory we find it
very
nvenient to use the new Bolden
battery cable for the A and B batteries
with the C httery mounted in the

NIe,

mÌwe.ter-4w.

post ..f the left hand transformer to ulve
re from 62 to 63 by a short lead put
thrn a hole in the tube panel.
This completes the wiring of the
Browning -Drake 199 receiver.
To64e
\free. Ille set is ready to in"d
stall, pout ou the A battery first.
The
lure wiring diagram
shows how the connections shouldlm
a.lc. l':ither 4 soils or 6 volts rm. he

cabinet.

The antenna should be a single wire
to 100 ft. Inns from the set to the
far end. An indoor antenna is quite
satisfactory, trade with annunciator wire
or Talking Tape mn around the wall.
The ground connection must be made to
rater pipe which has water in it at

ÁR8003

.10

times.

all

.
N

No

tickler coil at right angles to
main winding and revolve the left
hand condenser slowly while the other
is turned back and fmth.
As soon as a
station comes in get accurate lettings
with the dials and increase the $.dome
by fuming the tickler coil.
Set the

IOW"'

the

Lr+nxr NWiÑ

nmv

eI r...

áa:
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A CURVE
That Means Something

An amplification curve has no definite
significance unless it applies to a per transformer. That's why the
1ne of "41 TWO -TEN (long wave)
and eccn TeeS- ELEVEN (filter) is
plotted in the S -M laboratory. That's
why the curve goes on the tag attached
to co) instrument
to show the peak
side -bands passed -amplification

ti,.

-

-the

uperted

-to

eliminate guesswork

supply you with definite data.
ulan the individual cur <- sh<ht.

plies
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one
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LICENSED UNDER IIOCA\ PATENT 1010q:

INSULATED WITH PYREX
OR COIIANTCM

OF EXTREME PRECISION FOR

SINGLE CONTROL CIRCUITS
ALL CAPACITIES

General Instrument Corp.
Lakonia,
Equipment

Broome Sweet

New York City
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MULTIPLE CONDENSERS
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Different Markings

H. H. EBY
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Latest Achievement ini
Audio Amplification
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PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY.Inc.
Pa Seventh Avenue, New York City
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,o-e,"Dowr IMPROVISE
OW-

three jacks in one
WHAo

1E.VORIteh'cicotef.LeMe2172.411-12

best bet for any of these jack duties. TRI-JACK is three
jseks us one. lather TRI-JACK features are super-compactnesw
practically zero capacity.

bakelite body. and solderless connections.
standard plus;

Fas any

At Last! Toroidal Radio Frequency

Transformer

riE
Lio Ptiee

(Set of Three Maool Unite) 810.00
Open to Diaribubw. and Jobbers

SUMMIT RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
481

Broad Street

00..

38

Newark, New Jersey

PUDLIN SCIENTIFIC RESISTANCE

WILL STAND THESE TESTS

PUDLIN ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
N.w York

C.,

;plain and v irr.
n.+i: naip dakrreT

All <an<it
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nr m<

Pointa of Superiority
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IIAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
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CONDENSER

VARIABLE
GRID LEAKS

$ló.z

$lsó

~

VARIABLE
HIGH RESISTANCES

ROYALTY Variabla G d Leaks
will clew up thole dinar: acs
tiom for you. You will never realize
what your mt can really do in the way
of d!stanco and clarity until you use

ROYALTY!
ROYALTY Variable Grid Leaks are
nommicrophonic. The resistance A

the

ri:Iat by minute progressive steps;
the name dial setting always gives the

same reaisan<e.
he
anno
scrape sway the
the contact is metal on metal.
ROYALTY Variable High Resiatantes are idential in pA.L7; a sad
<onswction with ROYALTY Variable Grid Leaks. They embody the
same exclusive features. (Type B.
r.i.eo to hoo.oso ohms; Type
Sao to
so.000 ohms.) Aak your dealer!
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METRO KEELOK SWITCH

A practical solution to

the "B" Battery Problem
Now you ran get fill.' Battery
current direct from your electric light socket-.without in
terferea-and at
trifling
cost of le.. than
of
a cent per hour
Throw away your 11" Bat

t.
add.

teries-install

a

Kellogg

Trans-B-former and your set
will operate at ntaxinntm

efficiency all of the time. You
will
get these definite

al.

faults
1.

1.

Improved reception.
Reduced operating

p(115,

ex

Increased DX possibili.
ties.
4. Improved appearance.
Developed. perfected and
guaranteed by the Kellogg
Switchboard
and
Supply
Company. tc66 \Vat Adams
Street. Chicago, III.
3

METRO

NOISO.I5DER

JACK

cid, gepciumici.

KELLOGG

METRO ELECTRIC MF. CO.
Prin. St.
New York City
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Trans-B-former
124

Perfect Control With
FAMOUS
Dials and Rheostats
GENUINE BAKELITE

FAMOUS RHEOSTATS
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Improve your set with an

ACME

low loss condenser
IFitTuitilt. VerE

mt loss

rth'andeme"tlot

Condenser.

Vo'll'rtrIgemlrehintetta sned '131tYywoitliri
fun won, M spoiled by interferne

To keep interference of all kinds
out of your headphones or loudopOOkOf

hOOO

yOU

ha,

cc.

Wfif

o! for 36-1,oge Oook
without .Distor-

Ample fica trra

ti:rTUZ:111:71oTt'nYktrZt

'fling

The Acme "lowest loss" Con.
denser will sharpen your tuning

and getting the moat out of it.
Enclose to cents in stamps.

ACME APPARATUS CAIMPANY

11.1.

Cambric.. Mam.

ACME

-for amplification

of Technical Accuracy for the
Radio Set Builder, Engineer and Manufacturer

& CO., INC.
4TH AVE. & 13TH STREET

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER
NEW YORK, SINCE 1848

